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1.0 Introduction 

Aerodynamic design usualljr dictates that turbine blade sections 
have a long thin trailing cdgc with a comparatively thick centre section. 
It is then cleGar that if the temperature of the gas stre<atn, in which the 
blade is immersed, is suddenly altered due to change in engine operation 
such as starting, acceleration, deceleration, or flomc-out, an uneven and 
transient temperature distribution will be set up in the section, with the 
result that high thermal stresses msy occur in the material, 

A prcliminasy step in tk- lo estimation of the magnitude of therm&a 
strcssos in turbine blades is therefore the determination of temperature 
distributions in blade sections at different times after the application 
of a sudden change in temperature or thermal shock at the blade boundary. 
It is to estimate such temperature distributions that the X.G.ToE. thermal 
shock analogue has been built. 

2.0 Theoretical basis 

In order to find temperature distributions in turbine blades it is 
necessary to solve the heat conduction equation in two or three dimensions. 
The boundary conditions usually associated with such a problem mC&e Ln 
exact solution impossible to obtain. In this paper it is assumed thnt 
conduction in the spcanwise direction c%an be neglected so that the problem 
becomes two-dimensional, i.e. the blade is considcrcd to have an infinitely 
long span Nnd the temperature distribution in any section pcrpendiculnr to 
the s~~.n ;Cll be the snn~~ cs in any parallel section at a given inst,ant. 

One m&hod1 of taeXLi.r~; this problem is by a numerical stop-by-step 
process which involves approximati,ng the blLsdc section by a mesh of 
squares (Figure I) znd considering the hunt balance for ench square at 
successive intervals of time:. This is cfffzctivcly using the tV:o- 
d-izncnsional heat conduction cquntion in finite difference form. 

in the an:tloguc this step-by-step mesh is reprcscntcd by an 
cloctrical notwork (Kigure 2) in ;itiCch the thermal conductivity and the 
tcmpcraturc of the mati:riizl are simulated by electrical conductance 
elements and voltages rcspectivcly. The capacity of condensers is 
equivalent to the heat storage capacity of the material. These analogies 
can be madc clearer by setting up and compLaring the equations governing 
the flows of hCht and electricity as f'olloms:- 

For the thermal case consider a chordwise section of the turbine 
blade of unit thickness and, in a manner similar to that described above, 
let this section be approximated by perfectly conducting square prisms of 
side 6x end unit thickn(,ss, separated by infinitely thin resistive 
material such that the thermal resistance between adjacent prisms is the 
scsrne as bctweon points 6x apart in the actual material. Thus, in this 
simplified thermal problem, heat flow is perpendicular to the sides of 
the: prisms and heat is stored uniformly throughout each prism. By 
hypothesis no heat flows through the ends of the prisms, since this would 
bt: in the sTanwise direction. Now consider one; of those square prisms, 
‘Y cross-sectional view of which is shovJn in Figure 3(a). The numbers on 
the figure care suf fires used to indicate that p,articular station. 

If there is a small change &To in the temperature of the prism, the 
chang:: of heat stor=tgc (with notation as given in Appendix I) 

= pl&.(6xZ . 1).m, l .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  (1) 
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In time 6t, the heat flow inwards through the faces 1, 2, 3 and 4 of the 
prism will be 

= k. &.(6x.1) z 
i:f sx 

L (Ti - To) l .* +.. 6.. (2) 

Ey conserv3tion of heat thpse quantities must be equal. Hence 

P % 6x2 
k . . . . . . . . . (3) 

For the electric31 case consider the flop of electricity in 3 net- 
work of equal resY.stors with junction points connected to earth through 
equal capacitors (Figure 2) and, in i+Aicular, the small portion of this 
network JFfhich is shove in Figure 3(b). Again the numbers arc suffices 
r&x-ring to their particular stations. 

volt age 
The change in charge of the condenser C for a change 6Vo in applied 

= c6vo . . . ..* .*. (4) 

The resultant chargo through the point 0 in time &'c 

1 
= Fi* 6t . i (Vi3Vo) 

l .  .  .  .  .  

i= I 
.  .  .  (5) 

cand by conservation of charge these quantities must be equal. He nc.5 , 

C  l &Vo = $ l 6t . i (Vi - Vo) 
i= I 

OX CR 
= ,5&L?, (Vi-V,) . . *  l .  .  . * .  (6) 

On comparison of Fquations (3) and (6) it is clear that there is 
an exact analogy bctwecn voltage and temperature if 

If, more generally, 

p&n sx2 
k =PCR 

tvhcrc /J is a constant, then 

.  .  .  .  .  .  l .  .  (71 

. . . . . . . . . (8) 

-& i _ , CTi - TO> = f: -gi&q "c (Vi - vo i= 1 
1 . . . .** 
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and there is merely n difference of time scales between the thermal pro- 
blem and its electrical analo,gue. 

I-Iaving set up tlic; c1aArim.l network so that it is analogous to the 
thermal properties of the blade material, it is noV necessary to simulate 
the heat transfer coefficient between the blade surface and the gas. 
This is done by connecting all the idgc points of the network to 3 common 
conductor through rcaistances t;r!?ose values ‘arc, determined by the desired 
heat transfer coefficient at the corresponding points on the blade surface. 

This common conductor is held at n voltage simulating the desired gas tem- 
perature. 

The equations governing heat flow across -the boundary between gas 
and blade and the equations governing the corresponding flow of electricity 
nay be sot up cas follows:- 

Consider again one of the square prisms, such as shonn in 
Figure 4(a) v;here one of its neighbouring prisms has been replaced by the 
gas, g, so that p& is the boundary between blade and gas. 

Then, as before, for a small change ATo in the tem&mrature of the 
prism the change in heat storage is given by Equation (I), and the inward 
heat flow to the prism in time 6-t is given by 

k6t ; (Ti - To) + h 6x St 
i.= I 

Expressions (1) and (IO) must be equal 
3 

P J&l fm2 
z: cTi - To) 

. i.= I . . k = 6T,/& 

(Tg - To) . . . . . . .** (IQ 

h 6x (Tg - To) 
+ k &To/% l '* "* (11) 

For the corrcspording clcctricczl case consider the equivalent 
portion of the noti:,rork sLov~-n in Figure 4(b). 

The resultcant flow of ch,arge through the point 0 in tiqe 6t 

= $ 6-t ;  (Vi -  V-J + $ St(vg -  V C ) )  l . . (12) 
L 

i= 1 

which, by conservation of charge, must be cqu,;l to thC change in charge 
on the condenser C given by Equation (4.). Thus 

3 c oh - vo> 
. . . . . . 03) 

But by Equation (8) 

Rk and if we choose Rr = - 
h&x . . . . . . . . . 04) 



the analcgy between temperature and voltage holds at the boundary with the 
same relationship between time scales cas before. In practice R' is a 
variable resistance which can be preset over a wide range. 

In the above equations it has becn assumed that the properties of 
the blade material and the boundary hoat transfer coefficient are indcpen- 
dent of temperature. Any attt3np-t to modify the ,onalogue to t&e account 
of variable material properties would grc;a.tljr :irm-ease; its com$exity. 

3.0 Construction 

An analogue has been constructed consisting of a uniform electrical 
network containing 600 junction points. The connection of the four 
resistors and one capacitor at each of these junction points is made via 
a 7-p&1 socket, a 37G miniature valve base. Four of the pins are 
connected to the resistors, one to the capacitor, the remaining two being 
left unconnected. Each junction point is ineffective until the appro- 
priate shorting plug is inserted. In this way it is pssible to 'peg out' 
the shape of the blade on a socket panel containing all the miniature 
valve bases. Figure 5 shows the general arrangement. 

The 600 network points are arranged in 20 sections of' rive by six 
points, which are confiected together by wander plugs and sockets. By 
mecans of this arrangement it is pssible to alter the "osition of each of 
the sections relative to the others so that greater flexibility may be 
achieved in obtaining a wide range of blade shapes. 

One hundred and fifty shorting plugs are provided to peg out the 
boundary of the blade section. Thcsc are connected via variable resistors 
to a common conductor which receives a step change of voitage from EL dry 
cell battery (normally 50 volts) to simulate a step change in temperature 
at th? boundary of the blade. The leads from thesc sLort ing plugs are 
stored above and below the socket panel, cand the- control knobs for the 
variable resistors are situated under perspcx cov\:rs at th base of the 
socket panel. 

A. Vhcatstone bridge circuit has been built into thz analo,gue to 
enLzble the boundary resistors, which are 2.5 XR potentiometers, to ba sot 
to the required values. The bridge consists of tvio st:kble rcsistanccs of 
A00 IVJ and a variable calibrated r,sistance of 2.5 ML The fourth arm is 
occupied by the resistance being set. A 10 I-1 A centre-zero galvpnomcttr 
is used to indicate the bridge balance. 

Component values have been chosen SC that as ~tid~ a range of hlnd~ 
shapes and conditions as possible may be investigated odd so that pick-up 
of stray magnetic fields may be avoided. The cq~~al resistors betJ?&en the 
junction points of the network are IO KR (+I pr cent) and the capacitcrs, 
tvhich were selected to have high leakage resistance, <are IPF (+-I per cent). 
Thus the value of CR is G.01 and when values of the blade natcrial propcr- 
ties arc known the time scale factor I-( c-an easily be found from Equation (8). 

Konitoring of the varying VoiteeS at the junction points of the 
nctvWork is c<arried out by connecting the relevant shorting plugs to a 
12-channel galvanometer recorder. The galv,anometcrs in USC: have a sensi- 
tivity of 2~A/cm, and resistances of 4.7 NQ are connected in series with 
the galvanometer inputs to give the desired voltage sensitivity. The 
currents in the leads to thk galvanometer recorder cause a small error in 
the voltages being measured. The error is greatest when the measuremwts 
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are bcin7 made in a region adjacent to a small number of boundary points, 
such as at the extreme edges of a thin bl‘ade profile. The error at the 
leading and trailing edges of a typical turbine Glade stilulatcd on the 
analogue was about 1 per cent of the step change in temperature. To 
keep this error to a minimum the 12 junction points at which the voltages 
are being measured should be as widely spaced throughout the blade section 
as possible, 

As an addition to the original conception of the analogue a further 
100 boundary resistors, leads and shorting plugs are provided. These are 
arranged in ten groups of ten at the top of the analogue (Figure 5). The 
common conductors for each group may be connected to separate sources of 
potential, thus providing the ability to simulate different gas flow tcm- 
peratures over several boundaries as in internally cooled turbine blades. 
In this case the steady state temperature distributions before and after 
a transient are non-uniform and tb,se may similarly be obtainzd by measuring 
the steady state voltages on the analogue network. 

4.0 Method of operating 

The planning of an exercise to be carried out on the thermal shock 
analogue involves firstly fittin g the analogue mesh to the given blade 
section so that as close can approximation as possible may he achieved by 
having the mnximum density of mesh points. The side length &x of the 
square prisms by which the blcade section is approximated can then be cal- 
culatcd and the blade shape poggcd out on the socket panel. Ezving 
selected the blade material density, specific heat and thermal conducti- 
vity, can.d knowing the distribution of heat transfer co~zfficient round the 
'oladc, the values of the boundary r.,a ~mist~anc~s can be calculated <and the 
variable resistors set accordin$y. Suitable adjustments must be madc to 
the value of the boundary rc.sistancos where: the blade profile makes an 
angle approaching 45 o :-Jith the horizontal or vertical bc;causc in these 
regions the bound,~ry- points of th:, network simulate larger portions of tho 
blade profile than 6x. For la&r USC, the time swJc factor p c,an also be 
calculated. An ~:xcamplc of the ahovc calculations is given for a specific 
blade in Appendix II. 

The next operations are to apply F. st,:p chaagc: in voltage to the 
common conductor TTrhich is conncctcd to the boundary resistors, ona to 
record photogr,aphically, by means of the I.?-ch:lnnel galvanomcter 
recorder, the varying voltages at the junction points of the network. 
Records Lare taken from shortly before the step change is applied until 
the end of the period under investigation. Another (short) recording is 
made ,af'ter an intelvzl of about 30 seconds by which time the voltngos have 
become sensibly stc,ady. A typical set of traces is shown in Figure 6; 
the superimposed time scale is "thermal" time. To avoid confusion some 
of the traces arc made to approach the bottom edg;: of the: film and the 
remainder the top edge. This sequence of op-rations is usually carried 
out several times since only 12 junction pints of the network c<tn be 
monitored by the galvanometer recorder at the same time. 

The last step is to convert voltages recorded as traces to tem- 
peratures. The manner in 'Nhich this is carried out is made clear by 
rcfcrring to Pigure 7. The step chcangi; takes place at D and the blade 
temperature has become steady at H. (The steady state tem-pzrature over 
the blade section is assumed to be uniform.) The temperature is required 
at the point G, 3 seconds, say, aftcr the step change. The line ABC 
(produced by the recorder) is used as a datum from v:hich all measurements 
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Marc taken. The dist,ances AD, BG and CH are measured ‘and then distances 
EG and ?3H calculated. Since the blade temperature is supposed to have 
become steady at the point H, the distance FH represents the total change 
in temperature of the junction point under consideration. The distance 
GE represents that fraction of the total temperature ch‘ange which has 
occurred after 3 seconds. Thus, if the total ch*ngc in temperature is 
assumed to be from 10GO°C to O°C, the temperature cafter 3 seconds is given 
by 

= 1000 
[ 

1 - g 
i 

V/hen marking out the horizon-L& time scale on the recorded traces, 
the differing rates of progress of the thermal problem and its electrical 
analogue have to be remembered, Land the scale fcctor D, previously calcu- 
lated, taken into consideration. 

5.0 Ferformance 

The performance of 
solve a simple problem in 
solution. 

The problem chosen was the linear flow of heat between the parallel 
faces of an infinite slab having finite thickness. Thus the whole of the 
analogue network arranged 12 points along the ends by 50 points along the 

the catalogue has been assessed by using it to 
linear heat flow to which there is a theoretical 

sides was used to represent a section through the slab at ri&t angles to 
its parallel faces. An equivalent stop change in temperature from 1OOOoC 
dovm to OoC was applied to the boundary pints along the ends of the 
analogue network. The sides represented perfect insulators. 

The values of the constants employed in this exorcise were chosen 
so that a suitable time scale factor and a convenient temperature drop at 
the centre of the slab could be obtained. 

The temperatures recorded at the ends and centre of the network 
corresponding to the surfaces and centre of the slab 12 seconds after the 
ap>lication of the step change in temperature <are shown in Tcible I. 
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For this particular excrcisc temperatures recorded at junction 
points along lines p~arallel to th;: ends of the rect,ungle should be the 
same, but duo to scvcral sources of small error such as com,mnc;nt tole- 
rances Land trace reading inaccuracies the analo,we rt.,sults naturally show 
scm3 scatter. Fran the l&t hcand surface temperatures it may bo seen 
that the difference betwGcn the mcaximum and minimum temlzratures is 
21% (i.e. 2 psr cent of the step change in temperature) ?nd the mecan 
temperature is 458OC. At the centre of the slab tha difference between 
maximum ‘and minimum temperature is 20°C (i.e. 2 per cent of' the stop 
change in temperature) and the mean temperature is 6&!+oC!. Theoretical 
estimates2 of the temperatures at the surf'ace and centre of' the slab are 
4.60~~ and 640°C rcspcctivoly, which show close agreement with the ancaloguc 
results. It is to be e-xpected that correlation between analogue results 
and theoretical results would not be so close for sections with curved 
boundaries. 

6.0 Limitations 

The analogue has certain limitations, Tfhich could be overcome only 
by increasing its complexity. Tksz limitations are as follows:- 

(ii> Ikat trLansfer coefficient cannot vary with time. 

(ii) Spanwise conduction of hcnt along the blade is neglcctcd. 



(iii) 

(iv> 

(4 

(4 

(vii) 

- IO - 

The specific hs:aL I, and thexm1 conductivity of the blade 
material must be considered constant and independent of 
tcmperaturc 01~1: the range invcstigatcd. 

Thermal txpansicn is neglected. 

The steady state tcmperaturc of the blade section is 
uniform for uncoolcd blades. 

Only step changes in gas temperature c,an bi: applied. 

Square mesh simUation of a continuous medium with 
smooth boundaries, 

The relative importance of these limitations 
the tme of problem under investigation but, in any 
are considered a small penalty if one keeps in mind 
analogue, particularly the fact that the ranalogy is 
calibration is unnecessary. 

7.0 Conclusions 

alters according to 
circumstances, they 
the simplicity of the 
a precise one rind that 

A description is given of the N.G.T.E. thermal shock analogue which 
is suitable for estimating the temperature in a turbine blade section as a 
function of position and time when the blade is subjected to a stop change 
in gas temperature. The method of operating the analogue and obtaining 
results has also been described. 

The 1ixLtations of the analogue have been stated but they are 
considered a small penalty in view of the essential simplicity of the 
design. 
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FrcI.iminary calculations for a g ivcn exercise 

To clarify the method of operation given in Section LO, the 
prc1Lxinar-y calculations are c,arricd out below for 3 given blade section. 

Secti.0r-J: 2 in. chord, c~x+d'x:,cr angle 90*, leading edge 
radius 0.0375 in., traii.ing cdgz radius 0.920 in., thickness Chad 
r2tiG 12.5 -pr cent, circulx arc bourida7ics. 

P::ltc:rxl, epropirties: 

li;n = c.13 C.h.u./15 "c, 
Density p -. 515 lb/cu,ft, specific heat 

therrl;il conductivity k = 0.00443 C.h.u,/ft set ‘C, 
heat transfc?r cocfficicnt h z O.OL, ~Y.l-i.u./sq.ft set W (L3.ssumed constant 
round blade- boundar;ir in the: prcscnt instance). 

Por a blade of this sh~pc: it CFJ~ bt: seen that the best possible 
,zt-rangemcnt of the nctworlr is in rcctangula.? form? 50 points along the c 
sides by 12 points tllong the ends. Since 50 junction points sL!A 
represent the 2 in. chord, the mesh sppnci:l,~ 

6x = 6 in. = 3.333 >c 10-3 i"t 

The V&UC of the boundary resistance is 

K' = 5 = IO" x 0.00443 
, 0.04. x 3.333 x lo-3 

= 3.34 x 105R 

This is the value of the boundary rcsistcance ~lzre the blade 
bounday is paraliel to one side of the: mesh. V!hc:rc the: boundary crosses 
the mt-;sh diagonally, the resistacrS should have the value, givtln by 

v-here 6s is thL lcn.&h of 
For the whole profile 

I 
CpLt = 

boundzq associated with that pczrticular point. 

h6s 

In th?Ls may i-L can bc chLclrcd tha+ thiz total boundary conductance is 
simulating correctly the hczt trznsfLr to the suri'nc~. 

The value: of the t>ac scale fzcter, P, is from Equation (8) 

I-1 = = 
515 x (2.13 x (3.333 x10-q2 

O.OOL&~ x IF x IO" 
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From the above calculations it can be seen that, if a second 
exercise wore undertaken with the same blade shape but with alterations 
in the size and material properties of the blade, only a change in the 
time scale factor and the values of the boundary resistors would be 
involved. 

The operation continues with the application of a step change in 
voltage to the common conductor Mhich is conr,ected to the boundary re-sis- 
tors a$ then 9s in Section 4.0. 
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